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Annual Performance Summary

The Annual Performance Summary is a key 

communication shared annually with our local government 

partners. It provides a snapshot of transit investment and 

performance within your system as compared to previous 

years, to budget and to peer communities.  This 

information is intended to support local decisions on 

service priorities and potential investments into service 

and capital initiatives.  Our larger systems will see some 

enhanced features in this year’s performance summary, 

which is a result of our enhanced reporting capability and 

provides a more user-friendly overview of system 

performance.

Throughout 2020/21, BC Transit provided essential transit 

service to communities around BC in the midst of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  Our services allowed students to 

travel to school, seniors to access health care services, 

and front line workers to get to their jobs providing 

essential services.  On board our buses, there were a 

number of measures implemented to provide protection to 

customers and employees.  These included new safety 

plans, the provision of employee personal protective 

equipment, enhanced cleaning, mandatory masks on 

board buses, full driver doors and, during the height of the 

pandemic, rear-door boarding without fare collection.  

Ridership dropped dramatically at the outset of the 

pandemic, but by the end of 2020/21, encouraging signs 

of recovery were emerging. 

BC Transit continued to focus on the customer 

experience, with investments in new technology aimed at 

delivering an enhanced transit experience.  Through our 

partnership with Transit App as our endorsed mobility app, 

we have utilized our NextRide capability and BC Transit’s 

schedule information to provide passengers with a reliable 

tool to plan their transit journey.  In addition, we continued 

to make progress on the procurement of an electronic fare 

collection system, which will offer contactless payment 

and provide enhanced data to enable more informed 

planning and decision making. 

BC Transit continued to manage costs prudently in 

2020/21 and implement various cost mitigation strategies, 

including route optimization and scheduling efficiencies, 

reduced travel budgets, and competitive procurement 

practices.  Safe Restart funding from both the Province of 

BC and the Government of Canada provided $88.3 million 

towards farebox revenue losses and additional COVID-19 

related expenses.  In what was a challenging year for 

communities and businesses in British Columbia, BC 

Transit worked collaboratively with other transportation 

sector providers, local governments, operating partners 

and the Province to rebuild ridership and is continuing to 

do so in the post-pandemic recovery period.
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Glossary of Key Performance Indicators

Local Investment
Fleet Size

The total number of transit vehicles providing a given type of service for the 
year.

Service Hours

Total service hours delivered for the year, including non-productive time 
such as schedule recovery (layover). 

Service Hours Per Capita

Total service hours that vehicles were on the road (excluding deadhead) for 
the year per the defined population of the area being served by the type of 
service. For Conventional systems, this is the population that falls within 
400m of the fixed route conventional service by line work. For Custom and 
Paratransit systems, this is the population within the defined limits of 
service.  In systems that do not have defined limits of service, this is the 
population that falls within the boundaries of the system as described in 
Schedule A of the AOA.

Total Cost ($)

Total AOA cost, which includes the local contribution to lease fees (debt 
service) but not the provincial contribution.

Performance
Operating Cost Per Passenger Trip ($)

Total cost for the year less the local contribution to lease fees (debt service) 
per total passenger trips for the year.

Operating Cost Per Service Hour ($)

Total cost for the year, not including taxi, less the local contribution to lease 

fees (debt service) per total revenue service hours delivered for the year.

Operating Cost Recovery (%)

Total revenue for a system for the year divided by total cost for the year less 
the local contribution to lease fees (debt service).

Passenger Trips Per Service Hour

Total passenger trips for the year, not including taxi, per total revenue 
service hours delivered for the year.

Return on Investment
Passenger Trips

Total passenger trips for the year. An estimated measure of system 
ridership.

Passenger Trips per Capita

Total passenger trips for the year per the defined population of the area 
being served by the type of service. For Conventional systems this is the 
population that falls within 400m of the fixed route conventional service by 
line work. For Custom and Paratransit systems this is the population within 
the defined limits of service.  In systems that do not have defined limits of 
service this is the population that falls within the boundaries of the system 
as described in Schedule A of the Annual Operating Agreement (AOA).

Revenue Per Trip

Total revenue, less advertising revenue, for a system for the year per non-
Taxi Saver trips for the year.

Total Revenue ($)

Total revenue for a system for the year, which include fares (cash, ticket, 
passes but not including Taxi Saver recoveries) and advertising revenue.
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Glossary of Key Performance Indicators

Ridership and Service Hours
Ridership

The total number of passenger trips in a given fiscal year. One passenger 
trip is one trip in a single direction on one or more buses. 

Service Hours

Total service hours delivered including non-productive time such as 
schedule recovery (layover). 

APC Boardings by Week of Year*

This is the total number of individual times a passenger boards a transit bus. 
This data is derived from Automated Passenger Counters (APCs) and 
employs an algorithm to calculate total projected boardings in a time 
period. APC data provides useful granular data for route and service level 
analysis. 

On-Time Performance by Route

Very Early Proportion of trips that are more than 3 min early

Early Proportion of trips that are between 1 and 3 min early

On Time Proportion of trips that are between 1 min early and 3 min late

Late Proportion of trips that are between 3 & 6 min late

Very Late Proportion of trips that are more than 6 min late

Paratransit/Custom Transit Ridership

Ambulatory

Total number of delivered trips on handyDART or paratransit system to 
passengers that walk on to the bus. 

Taxi Supplement (if applicable)

Total number of trips in a custom system dispatched to taxi companies. 

Wheelchair

Total number of delivered trips on handyDART or paratransit system to 
passengers that use a wheelchair or scooter on the bus. 
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